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About This Game

Odd||Even is a math and logic based, integer placement puzzle game created by irritatingFLY studio.

Oddeven-game Features

  powerful puzzle generator with natural interface

  feature rich mathematical-software

  full control given to users

  sharp graphics

  90 logical selected puzzles

  full rights (once purchased you can use generated puzzles as you like, even for commercial use)
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This is a good game, especially with friends! If you don't have friends, like me, you can just play alone. It's worth the price for a
quick play.. The graphics for Wings of Prey are absolutely spectacular--very impressive. Unfortunately, I don't have a lot of
experience with combat flight simulator type games so I'm not sure if they just inherently play slow--very few moments of
intensity surrounded by hours of boredom. Well that's how this one came off to me. If you can fight through the boredom to get
to those moments, it's a good game. But, I prefer instant gratification.. It's a good game. The gameplay feels very much like a
slowed down Fahrenheit/Indigo Prophecy. Of course, not comparable with Fahrenheit/IP since it was absolute epic, but 1979 is
good too.

For those which don't know the mentioned game: It's basically a interactive movie & adventure. You walk around with your
character, search for items (mostly background information) and lead dialog (big part of the game). There are some quicktime
sequences, but not very much or very difficult ones.

+ Gameplay
+ Many Choices
+ Lot of dialog
+ Interesting setting & background (Iranian revolution 1979)
+ Price

I recomment 1979, but there are also some negatives:

Even with lot of choices, the outcome is not that different. Your choice only influence the situation very slightly, which is
especially sad because there is so much potential for alternate outcomes.
The background information is nice, especially to have a insight in iranian culture. But they are not neutral. The game let you
basically only support the non-violent left. Communism is not particulary shown as bad, only the violent revolution is
condemned. The Shah is the absolute evil in person and responsible for everything bad. The radical shias is just a shadowy
menace in the background.
Other political views are not welcome. Bad. The 1979 Revolution was very complex and interesting. This games let it look like
an SJW uprising against evil.

- Graphic is okay, but nothing more
- Choices have not enought influence
- politically one-sided / pro-socialist-pro-democratic
- So many info objects to find, if you looking 100%, you may need to play though the game 5x in order to get them all
- only 2.5-4 h playtime to finish it once

Get it, it's interesting and fun, but don't except too much.. I became an immortal dark energy specter king bent on improving the
education system, after making half the world explode.

10/10.. Has to be one of the few space RPG games that has both large planet locations (with vehicles) and space
combat\/exploration. Is it as refined as say... Everspace or Mass Effect? No. But it's fun, easy to pick up, and stable. I also
installed the "unofficial patch", but I'm not sure what it improved... Seems the same as before.

Overall, for $15, it's a solid game.. OMG Not Optimized At All!. I didn't play much yet, but I'm giving it a recommend anyway.
I love metroidvania style games, and the graphics and movesets are really interesting. The dev just needs more time, which is
why I'm happy to hold off playing until it's all nicely finished. Not an expensive game :). Let me preface this review by saying If
you enjoyed Rebellions earlier entry in the world of 4 player coop gaming with Nazy Zombie Army then don't hesitate and pick
this game up immediately. You will be purchasing a much improved experience (albeit a 1930's explorer theme) featuring a
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large campaign, real horde mode, score attack mode, plus many interesting items and ancient secrets to discover. Amazing
optimization, performance, and sound immediately standout within the first few minutes. More importantly though as you start
diving further into the game you'll fall in love with the shooting mechanics, the numerous enemies types, and the massive hordes
of enemies. If you enjoy non-stop TPS shooting action then look no further. SB is just good old fashioned fun.

  Don't believe negative nancy reviews stating the game will get boring. I just played 7 hrs straight and did not get bored once. I
will be coming straight back to the action tomorrow.
 Where I found a game like Sniper Elite too tedious and slow I immediately find Strange Brigade fast paced and exciting. If
your a lover of L4D, COD NZ, Vermintide, Killing Floor, Nazi Zombie Army, and especially Gears of War horde mode then do
yourself a massive favor and play Strange Brigade. Well worth the asking price IMO because its just so damn fun.. Hell, I
recently paid 45 dollars for some obscure SNES cartridge and it isn't anywhere near this good. :). While gamepads are supported
the only fully supported gamepad is the Xbox 360 gamepad.
And this is the least suited controller for a retro/arcade game.

My (S)NES gamepad clones only work for left and right directions and you can`t assign buttons or keys in the game.

If this will be fixed I will change my negative review.. Short, cute, way more poorly translated than the game it's based on but
makes for a few quality minutes for someone who's played said game before. Don't recommend it to someone who hasn't,
though.
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Got this game with a 90% discount. I paid 9 cents for this game, got the trading cards and sold these for 30 cents.

Finding a lobby is difficult as there are no people playing it. I found two other players during the 90 minutes I played this game.
The game is clunky, the guns feel weird, you can move at the speed of sound if you press "Forward" and "Left" or "Right"
whilst Jetpack Jumping, the game has a problem with the UI as you can't see which team holds the objectives.

On the plus side: There are some funny english phrases to discover. The developer(s?) probably used the Google translator.. +
Music
+ Multiple arenas
+ 3 levels of difficulty
+ Pixels graphics
There is even a story line !
Great game in general.. Poor, poor sh*tty game...
For children under 5 years...
In brief it $**KS ! (and even more than you think...)
A PS ONE Game and i'm very gentle.

. What can I say, it's good. Many people consider this the best VR sword fighter. I'd agree. Could this get any better? oh
absolutely it could, but it wont - the developer has ceased all development. I bought it because i'd really into swordplay, but not
everyone would consider this game enjoyable.. Such a good game with great potential. I hope the game attracts enough players
so it can improve over time. The mechanics aren't perfect but the gameplay is super enjoyable and worths a shot!. Usually these
sort of games are local only so I can look past the jankyness in places. Devs seem active so wait and see if unsure.. Early Access
Watcher Public Service Announcement

Game: The Silence Outside

Version: v0.9

Gameplay Footage: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=glIzNWgoInk

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer.

I have no issue with a developer using store bought assets as place marks. I really don\u2019t The moment they decide to put
their game up for sale, however, the leniency degrades and my palm slowly ascends towards my forehead. The frequency of the
asset usage in Early Access is getting to high and I am tired of seeing poor programming accompanying it. The current amount
of playable content includes two stealth missions that can be completed in under thirty seconds (with no clearing scoring method
or failure state) and five run through portal missions that range from 30 to 60seconds depending on the walking or dash speed. I
would say six, but the level seems to be broken and only has a CD_NAV prompt in the name. A story mode and other challenges
are slated for a later date.

Visually the game is what you expect from the Unreal 4 engine with sound design being standard door opening and footsteps.
The two tracks I could hear in the game were okay, but with how quickly levels complete, I couldn\u2019t hear them to tell how
long the track length was. The underlying problem is with how dark the game is in almost every section. One zone in a spiral
corridor was fine, but the engineering areas and public zone were too dark. I have a guess why this might be, but I don\u2019t
like to assume anything. As for the environments, I recognize the two stealth levels being made with the Modular SciFi:
Engineer Hallways and some items being a part of the Sci Fi Industrial Crates pack.

Technical issues are wide and varied, including load screen issues (can move behind the screen), mouse functionality issues
(loses the ability to scan by moving the mouse\/requires holding down mouse button to scan), complete character lock up (causes
character to not respond as seen in video with locked walking) and unexpected stuttering. This is not the complete list, but more
of the serious issues. Missing textures make it possible to fall out of the level with a view of the skybox, enemy AI fails to detect
you from two feet away in certain cases and the number of times code prompts flash up in the top left corner is unacceptable. I
understand things like the story mode and combat challenges are missing, but you can make it so the response prompts are not
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visible or explain that the feature is not available. One glaring issue is with the equipment system that wouldn\u2019t respond
properly in the Test mode, carrying over to the main menu. It adds another layer of frustration to the list requiring a restart of
the program to fix.

I just can\u2019t recommend it in this state and hope that the developers do manage to fix most of these issues within their first
couple of patches. This game was released too early for the its\u2019 own good.

This has been a EAW PSA.. This game is difficult.
Your hand will cramp up.
You have to continually press the fire button old school.
You can't redefine the keys despite it being a Unity game which has a facility to add that really easily in the launcher.
Some of the sound effects are too loud and really grate.
You will see the option for chunky vs. smooth movement in the menu and breathe a sigh of relief...
Until you realise it was already on smooth.. Amazing game.
At first, mazes are easy, but at the end they become more complicated.
The worlds in the game are fantastic and very beautiful. Especially liked the space world.
Soothing meditative music goes well with the gameplay.
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